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the lorry in the pouring rain. He was followed by his
trusted servants Alemayu, Igezu and a diminutive cook who
was known as Zinb, which is Amharic and also Onomato-
poeic for the common house-fly. I occupied the seat next
to Madros, and we set out in the mud for the north.
Our instructions were to reach, if we could, General
Headquarters. Nobody knew where the Emperor was,
but it was hoped that we would find out. We would go
by lorry to Dessye, and then find our own best means to
go further. We had letters to the Crown Prince.
A lot of bunk has been written by propagandists about
the heroism of the final Italian march on Addis Ababa—
the horrors of the road, the landslides on the mountains,
the appalling mud which clogged the wheels of the motorised
column, the cheerfulness of the troops in spite of every
obstacle. ... I feel that the association of Bentinck, Zinb
and Company was much braver. Even surly Madros became
quite cheerful after eleven damp days with us.
We sunk over thirty times in the mud and had to dig
ourselves out. The only outside aid that we were given
was that of Madros5 two servants, who ran in front of the
lorry to signal where the road was dangerous. We hated
these horrible men. They always conducted us into water-
holes.
But we kept up our spirits throughout. Bentinck, who
had been in the Saar Police during the plebiscite, sang
<{ Deutsch ist die Saar," a stirring tune, on the top of
the lorry as we bumped out of Addis on the northward
road.
The next two days we drove in chains over the Shoan
plain. It was a peaceful journey over a country little
offended by the war. We shot our food. The plain was
full of horses and big pink lilies headed the fields of wheat
around the villages. At Debra Brehan, when we asked them
whether they had seen aeroplanes, they answered, " Yes,
they are white."
Beyond Debra Brehan, where the road circles round the
mountain shoulders, making for the eastern gap, we entered
a lovely country which the natives, Shoan and Galla mixed,
call " Cold Field " because of the altitude ; but now it
swayed ripe green with wheat and barley. The only signs
of war were the ruined churches, whose bare bones still

